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Since July 1994, the CERN Civil Engineering group within the ST division has been
preparing and engaging contracts related to the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project. Several
of these contracts have values in excess of 10 MCHF and will be executed over a number of
years; as such they represent an important part of the infrastructure works required for the
LHC. To date, in excess of two hundred and fifty companies have been consulted in relation
to these contracts. Contracts or orders have been placed with over thirty companies or joint
ventures of companies from nearly all the  CERN Member States. This paper aims to show
the inter-relationships between these contracts and how the Civil Engineering group is
carrying out the management of these important LHC contracts. The organization of the
group will be explained along with the roles of individual members within the group.
21 INTRODUCTION
Since 1996 and within the framework of the LHC project, the Civil Engineering group,
with assistance from LHC division, SPL division and the CERN legal service, has
successfully carried out market surveys and calls for tender for seven contracts, each in excess
of 4 MCHF. All seven tenders have led to contracts being awarded for a total sum in excess of
300 MCHF. In addition to these large contracts, many smaller contracts have been awarded
for civil-engineering works associated with the LHC project. A list of the major contracts
awarded is given in Table 1.
Whilst several of the smaller contracts associated with the design phases are now
complete, the major contracts are continuing as civil-engineering construction for the LHC
gets underway. The CERN Civil Engineering (ST-CE) group has an important role to play in
the management of these contracts and the organization of the group is, and will continue to
be, a key element in the successful completion of this role.
A major departure for CERN with regard to civil engineering has been the ‘farming out’
of all the design work and the supervision of the construction works. This has had many
benefits and several disadvantages for the group, which has had to adapt considerably its
method of carrying out projects. This high level of responsibility handed over to external
consultants required CERN to modify the purchasing procedures to ensure that only the most
capable and experienced companies were selected for the task. The contractual ‘triangle’ is as
shown below, whereby CERN maintains contracts with both Contractors and Clients but the
management of the Contractor  is carried out by the Consultant.
2 ROLE OF THE CIVIL-ENGINEERING GROUP
The global aim of the ST-CE group within the context of the LHC project is to ensure
that the civil-engineering infrastructure required for the LHC project is constructed in
accordance with the overall LHC planning and within the allocated budget. These two
constraints are extremely strict since the planning is linked not only to the LHC machine
planning but also the LEP and SPS running schedules as well as the planning for the LEP
dismantling. On the financial side, the civil engineering, at around 13%, represents a
significant slice of the LHC budget. Therefore, any cost overruns will have an important
consequence on the project as a whole.
Unlike previous large civil-engineering projects carried out at CERN, where all the
design and supervision of the construction works was carried out ‘in house’, for the LHC
project, the ST-CE group has carried out very little design work and will not carry out the
day-to-day supervision of the construction. Instead, all the major work has been awarded to
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3three consortia of consultancy firms from six Member States. This has required the engineers
and other staff within the group to work within a more rigid framework than has traditionally
been the case because the contract between CERN and the external consultants must be
adhered to if cost penalties are to be avoided. Whilst this approach has allowed the rapid
completion of a significant number of contract drawings and documents with only a handful
of staff, certain areas of the CERN community have had difficulty in adapting to this more
rigid or ‘contractual’ approach where cost elements of the project appear to have a higher
priority than they may have  done in the past. Although this approach is new to CERN, it is in
fact common practice throughout Europe and it was even recommended that CERN follow
this system following an internal inquiry into the EUROLEP contract for the LEP civil-
engineering construction.
The role of the ST-CE group staff can be best described by considering the project in
two phases, namely the design phase and the construction phase of the civil engineering.
Although the design phase is substantially complete, there are still several issues outstanding
and further developments of the project may still need to be made. During this phase, the role
of the ST-CE group has been to coordinate the development of the layouts of the various
structures required by CERN and ensure that the designs and specifications developed by the
external consultants conform to the CERN requirements. In addition, the ST-CE group has
coordinated the works of other external specialists working on the project, such as building
architects, landscape architects, safety coordinators, and geotechnical engineers. Significant
amounts of advanced works were also coordinated and controlled directly by the ST-CE
group in order to prepare the various worksites for the major construction works.
The construction phase commenced in 1998 for the four large LHC civil-engineering
contracts. The role of the ST-CE group during this phase is once again one of coordination
between CERN and the external consultants, but also between CERN and the contractors
carrying out the work. This role is even more crucial than during the design phase since any
changes or delays by CERN may have a significant impact on the cost and/or time.
Whilst many of the control and checking procedures are carried out by the external
consultants, CERN staff still have a very important role to play, including
• Checking, authorizing and monitoring of all payments to be made to the contractors,
• Preparation and issue of any contract amendments,
• Coordination with other CERN groups (survey, transport, electrical, etc.),
• Authorization and control of sub-contractors,
• Coordination of work done by the safety coordinators,
• Coordination of changes to drawings,
• Coordination of all planning changes required by CERN,
• Checking the work of the external consultants,
• Coordination between the contractors and external local authorities
• Ensuring the work is carried out in accordance with the Impact Study,
• Providing status reports to senior CERN management,
• Providing the adjudication panel with progress reports and arranging panel visits,
• Organizing visits by CERN staff or other interested parties.
4The method by which these tasks are carried out is laid down in the contracts that
CERN is a party to with the external consultants and contractors. Since, in most cases, each
external party only has a contract with CERN, the ST-CE group acts as the central focal point
through which many aspects of the project are coordinated. Figure 1 illustrates these
contractual links for one of the four works packages. Clearly if this workload is multiplied by
the four packages, it represents a significant workload.
A measure of the magnitude of the workload can be gauged by the number of tender
and construction drawings that have been produced by the external consultants, which is
currently in excess of 2500 and the flow of correspondence between the ST-CE group and the
external companies. In 1998 for example, over 3000 letters or faxes were either sent to or
received from the external companies.
The importance of the role of the ST-CE group in guarding CERN’s financial and
commercial interests cannot be overestimated, particularly when it is considered that the
current Europe-wide situation in civil engineering is that contractors will take all possible
opportunities to claim additional costs from clients. As contractors have to bid lower and
lower to win jobs in the ever more competitive market, so they have to increase the money
made on claims in order to remain in business.
3 ORGANIZATION OF THE CIVIL-ENGINEERING GROUP
The LHC civil engineering has been divided into four packages. The division was
originally made mainly on a geographical basis in order to obtain three packages of similar
value. However part of the third package was later split to form what is now known as
package 03b. This split was necessary when Switzerland in its capacity as Host State offered
to fund the construction of the TI8 tunnel.
In order to manage these four packages, four small teams have been set up within the
ST-CE group to carry out the tasks outlined above. The group leader, the deputy group leader
and administrative staff, who all spend varying amounts of their time on the LHC project,
support these four teams. An organization chart showing the ST-CE group staff involved in
the project is shown in Fig. 2. The four project engineers managing the day-to-day running of
these four packages have only recently been recruited to CERN, and thus are relatively young
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Figure 2: Civil Engineering group organization chart.
7On each individual package, there are three staff working full-time. This small team
consists of one project engineer, one technical engineer and one draughtsman. The project
engineer is responsible for the day-to-day running of the package whilst the technical
engineer is mainly responsible for ensuring the smooth running of the construction site and
for checking that the consultants are carrying out their supervision tasks in a satisfactory
manner. The draughtsman for each package is responsible for assisting in checking drawings
produced by the external consultants and also for producing additional two- and three-
dimensional drawings not included in the scope of works for the consultants.
Supporting these four small teams are the group leader, the deputy group leader (LHC)
and the deputy group leader (administration). Since the LHC project is not the only work of
the ST-CE group, the group leader, whilst having overall responsibility for the work of the
four teams, works only part-time on the project. Similarly the administrative staff that back up
the four teams also have tasks on other projects. Thus the only full-time support given to
these four small teams is from the deputy group leader for LHC, whose role is to support the
teams and ensure that a consistent approach is being taken across all four projects. In addition
he tends to deal with issues common to all four packages, given the global view he has of the
project as a whole.
It is considered that this approach of a small team backed up by managerial and
administrative support is an efficient and effective way of managing the individual contracts.
It enables the individual team members to maintain an in-depth knowledge and remain
flexible to the needs of their individual contracts whilst the senior management within the
group maintains a global view of the overall project. If there is a drawback with this approach
it is that CERN is very dependent on the performance of one or two young engineers for the
successful completion of a multi-million Swiss franc high-risk project.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The Civil Engineering group has adapted its method of working for the LHC
construction in order to comply with the current direction in which CERN is moving, namely
outsourcing of services. The group is currently responsible for several civil-engineering
related contracts with a total value in excess of 300 MCHF. The group has a number of large
contracts with major international joint ventures, made up of companies from throughout the
CERN Member States, for design and construction services. These contracts are being
managed at CERN by four small teams backed up by managerial and administrative staff.
This approach has, to date, worked reasonably well although it does place a significant burden
of responsibility on relatively young engineers.
8Table 1
Major contracts or orders for LHC civil engineering
Company Nationality Work Type
EDF/KP FR, UK Civil-engineering consultancy
GSG UK, AT, CH Civil-engineering consultancy
BR/I UK, ES, PT Civil engineering consultancy
LEI FR Environmental engineering
PAUCOD FR Architect
DESSIMOZ CH Architect
Hilaire* FR Landscape architect
AIF* FR Safety coordination
COSSEC/WATERMAN FR/UK Safety coordination
Roynette FR Surveying
Assessors (6)* CH, PT, GR, FI,
NL,
Civil-engineering specialists
Adjudicators (5) NO, SE, UK,
DK, AT
Civil-engineering specialists
SOLEXPERT* CH Specialist services
NGI* NO Specialist services





CCC AT, DE, CH Contractor
Dragados/Seli ES, IT Contractor
TWASB UK, FR Contractor
ATIC CH Contractor
* Denotes completion
